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Maxwell Building Services INC. is a full service restoration company serving Southeast Michigan. We can take on any clean up or project from start to finish, big or small. From simple cleanup and removal to full repair and reconstruction – we do it all!
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[image: Luke Larson]
Luke Larson1708530820

The team at Maxwell did a fantastic job with our bathroom renovation! We had a leak in our shower which resulted in some pretty serious damage. Joe and his team helped us through the process with the insurance company, which would have been very overwhelming without their support.They were  very accommodating and helpful while making choices for the design of the new bathroom and brought our vision to life.The crew was extremely professional, punctual, friendly, and tidy. From project management down to the laborers, we always felt like we could communicate our concerns or preferences, and that they would be addressed and accommodated.Our bathroom was a disaster, and now it is a respite, worthy of a luxury resort. I can’t get over how good it looks. Thank you so much Maxwell, for being amazing!



[image: Julie Zott]
Julie Zott1703786174

We thoroughly enjoyed working with everyone at Maxwell Building Services. The entire experience was professional and organized and stress free. The work itself was excellent and completed according to schedule. Joe and his team are a pleasure to work with. We love our new bathroom.



[image: Derek Vanvleck]
Derek Vanvleck1703564007

I had a great experience with Maxwell Buliding services when I needed my roof replaced. Joe worked with my insurance company hand in hand and answered all my questions quickly. The work was completed in a timely manner and at a high standard. I would recommend Maxwell to any of my friends or family.
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May Mulla1698091662

Joe is an honest man who hires great employees. Joe’s suppliers are excellent. I am very pleased with the quality of work that Joe and his crew did on our family room. We look forward to more projects by Maxwell Building Services, including remodeling our kitchen and bathroom.
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Zachary Houchin1676411367

Joe and team did great work with remediation of a sewage line backup in our home.  The team responded quickly, worked efficiently, and I would recommend their services to anyone who asked.  Thanks guys!



[image: Kerith]
Kerith1654021633

Maxwell prepared for all aspects of a complete bathroom remodel project following an insurance claim due to leaking water pipes. Maxwell Building is a well run company, they are organized and responsive and make each step of the project clear to the customer. Although we experienced a scheduling conflict in the project, Joe and the others at Maxwell resolved it professionally. Thank you.



[image: Rob Douglas]
Rob Douglas1640279749

I contacted Maxwell Building Services to fix ceiling drywall damage caused by a different company that had a worker fall through my ceiling from the attic, and I could not be happier with the results. The repairs look so good I can't even tell where the damage originally was. Highly recommend!



[image: Christina Sekutowski]
Christina Sekutowski1634816777

I was feeling a little overwhelmed with a bathroom remodel, but everyone at Maxwell put my mind at ease. Everything was awesome from the start. Everyone I came in contact with was so professional and personable. I am looking for other projects in my house for them to work on!  Highly recommend!!!
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tasha graham1632367523

Excellent work floors are dynamic definitely satisfied
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David Korenchuk1626702629

Maxwell did an awesome job on our complete basement remodel job spring of 2021.   Josh was a great project manager to work with and all the staff was professional and courteous.   They were very responsive to our requests and so helpful to find the best solutions to our design ideas.   I highly recommend them and would use them again in the future without question.
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Ryan Peasley1623949223

The crew at Maxwell Building renovated our laundry room, family room, and kitchen. It was a huge undertaking for us but they were so patient with us and walked us through each step. Every member of the crew we worked with completed their part as if they were working on their own home. I appreciate that kind of meticulous detail and concern. We definitely will continue working with Maxwell for any future projects.
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Angel Smith1618949391

Maxwell was great from beginning to end! From our project manager Josh always being on call when we needed to the guys coming in and doing an amazing job completing our home in timely manner. This company came in after our terrible experience with our first contractor and took over and got the work done. No complaints! Could not be more happy with Maxwell Building Services.



[image: M Van Ness]
M Van Ness1612144802

We had water damage in our kitchen walls and floors. Josh and the whole crew at Maxwell were great! They were very punctual and professional. Josh explained everything in great detail that needed to be done. The work was completed and cleaned up without too much disruption to our home. The people on the job were very respectful and clean. They never left a mess behind. Top notch crew. You won’t be disappointed with this company.
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Sal Bashi1611231452
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Rose Orloski1611071230

From start to finish we were very pleased with the personal treatment we received. Every step of the process was explained and all questions were answered. Everyone that worked on the project was very friendly and helpful and reassuring! Very professional got the job done in a short time line and cleaned everything up! This is a company I would use again! Thank you guys!
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Ashley Castle1610759514

We hired Maxwell Building Service to demo and remodel our bathroom. This included removing an old concrete floor, doing framing work, installing new flooring and a new shower. We are pleased with our new bathroom and the floor tile looks great.
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Alex Cook1608071711

Maxwell just did a complete remodel of our bathroom and we are extremely happy with the result. Josh was very responsive and easy to work with and his entire team was super professional and friendly. Our entire remodel was completed in two weeks and the quality of work is top notch. We would strongly  recommend Maxwell to anyone!
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I K1608058176

We used Maxwell for our bathroom remodeling and we couldn’t be happier with the results! They’re not only professional, but also very punctual and they care about the work they do. Josh and his team were the best we could ever hope for. Josh was so responsive, so helpful and always ready to answer our questions. Jeff and Fred were so professional, helpful and friendly. We felt so lucky and happy throughout to whole process, so thank you once again for everything you have done!



[image: Gordon MacKinnon]
Gordon MacKinnon1607479900

We had a dishwasher leak that destroyed part of our kitchen cabinets. Maxwell assisted us in navigating the insurance issues and recreated a kitchen for us that we are very pleased with. Brendan came out, was friendly, thorough, and professional in his assessment of the project. Josh, the project manager, kept us apprised throughout the work and the installers of the floor and cabinets were very friendly and professional as well. Fred, who completed the painting was friendly, professional and did an outstanding job. Because of a 10 month delay by the insurance company, Josh demonstrated concern over our situation and checked  with us virtually every week to see what we needed. In recent years we have worked with 2  other contractors and Maxwell was by far the most professional. We couldn't be more pleased and plan to use their services in the future and recommend them to friends and family.
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Nancy Decker1598555345

We had a roof leak that resulted in extensive damage to a ceiling in our sun room.  Maxwell Building Services did a great job with the ceiling tear-out and replacement of the ceiling, lights, and fan.  They kept us informed every step of the way and were always prompt and professional.  I would not hesitate to use their services again.
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Myann Refai1598539086

We had a great experience going through Maxwell Building Service for a complete roof replacement. This was a home improvement project that we knew we needed to do but were nervous about the financial burden. Maxwell quoted the job at an incredibly fair cost which made "biting the bullet" very easy. The roof was complete in 1 day, so there was minimal impact to our day-to-day. There was good communication when it came to scheduling and booking all the way till the end. Very pleased!
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Erin M1596726899

We put a second bathroom in the upstairs of our bungalow and we are so happy with the results. They also put on a new roof with new decking and re-did our kitchen floor, removing laminate and laying new tile. Maxwell Building has a great team that was super professional, respectful, communicative, and highly skilled. Including every one of their sub-contractors & tradespeople. Their HVAC team actually cleaned off our air conditioner and replaced our furnace filter while they were here, just because they noticed it needed done! While it's never fun to have your house turned upside-down, they made the process as painless as possible and communicated any changes clearly. Highly recommend!
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Eric Hosey1582925705

Maxwell made an inconvenient event convenient.  Everyone that works there was extremely nice, helpful and knowledgeable.
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Dennis Rozema1582915836

This was an excellent company to work with.  They were very honest, professional, careful, and friendly. I would highly recommend them.
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Rosie Rivel1582331900

I've had two experiences with Maxwell and both times were amazing.  My first was due to a sump pump failure and they were quick to respond.  They were extremely professional and worked with me and my insurance company.  Josh, Brendan, Fred were all very helpful, friendly, thorough and educated me on the process.  They are all very good with follow up and communicating and patient as I asked all my questions! The work was done quickly, extremely high quality, very professional and left the place more immaculate than when they started!  I enjoyed the experience and was very comfortable that I had them quote another project to fix my ceiling that had water damage.  Now, I want them to come back and quote my floors to be redone!  Thank you for making the process easy and comfortable!
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Steven Addington1582119392

The guys at Maxwell did an amazing job on our kitchen! Josh and Fred were amazing and had our kitchen done in no time. We ran into a number of issues with the cabinets from Home Depot, but Joe and Josh were super helpful and flexible in getting us a functioning kitchen as soon as possible.The quality of their work is fantastic and we couldn't be happier with how our kitchen turned out. We highly recommend Maxwell if you are looking to remodel. They are professional, thorough, prompt and friendly! Everytime Fred came over he would get so excited to see our dog and he always walked through everything he was going to do that day to ensure it was how we envisioned. Their employees are clearly treated well as they are all passionate about their work and strive for perfection!
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JUSTIN OLIVER1580740178

It's so hard to find reliable trades, but Maxwell are just this. Punctual, great communication, and timely service. I will definitely use them again for future projects. They were respectful of my time, my property and my budget. Thank you.
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Key Thomas1576271874

I have to say how impressed I am with this company! Joe, Josh, and crew were very professional as they restored our home from water damage. They were always prompt and handled our insurance claim thoroughly and efficiently. (And you know how dealing with insurance claims can be such a pain!) This was the smoothest and easiest claim that we had ever encountered. All the repairs turned out great: wood floor refinishing, sub floors replaced, repair/replace drywall and painting. I cannot thank you guys enough!! We will definitely call them for future remodeling projects. Highly recommend!!!



[image: mary ann ross]
mary ann ross1576074067

Joe and his team completed my basement restoration after a hot water tank leak while we were on vacation. He was at the house within an hour of my call & started the restoration that same day. Everyone who worked on the project was exceptional! The crew was always on time, kind, & professional; the work area was swept daily & the end result was more than I could have asked for.  It's obvious that Joe has taken the time to hire people who love their jobs.  Do not hesitate to use Maxwell Building Services!
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Jason Dotson1573934940

Maxwell Building Services were extremely professional! I had 2 bathrooms remodeled & new kitchen floor due to flood damage, it looks amazing!  Highly recommend!
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Michelle Rott Rosenblum MS, MSed1572960640

The work was done professionally, quickly, and perfectly well according to a friend who is a contractor for 30 years. The guys were kind and made it a positive experience. Great job, great company. Equipment was clean and they also kept our home clean with every precaution. Very reasonably priced. Michelle Rosenblum MS, MSed
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Rainier Carlsen1569011037

Great eye for detail, and quality work.
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Blossom Williams1567083255

The Maxwell team made an inconvenient and stressful incident of mold into a bearable situation. Professionalism and thoughtfulness was present from the initial consultation with Joe to my interactions with each individual crew member. Everyone was knowledgeable and worked diligently to ensure that they completed the job properly and in the most cost efficient way. I’m so thankful that we decided to go with Maxwell Building Services and we will definitely use them again and refer them to all our friends and family!
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Jim Fee1566508431

Joe was a real pro in assessing my situation and gave me the best option to correct it. Very personable and extremely reasonable!
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Joseph Moody1556910281

Very quick to respond to a flooding basement and did great work to mitigate damages and get everything cleaned and dried in a timely manner.
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Erik Shurtz1555679175

These guys were great!! Quick response and professional as can be!! I would definitely call them again!!
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Thomas Bahri1547135966

I woke up to a very professional crew starting the installation of my new roof. I came home and they were packing up. Quick and painless. Solid work. Joe even assisted in getting the roof covered under my homeowners insurance policy. I was so pleased with the job I had Maxwell come back to install a new bathtub for me. Thanks again!
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Bill Lichtle1547082478

The company was very easy to work with, we had a pipe burst in our basement and Maxwell was on it the next morning. They used new Equitment and a mouisture detection gun/meter to assure us that our basement was dry. Thanks Joe.
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Adrienne Haverington1547064922

Highly recommend Maxwell services. They went above and beyond. Honest and hard working.
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Matt Neely1545405399

Maxwell Building Services was top-notch throughout the water restoration process after a pipe burst in our kitchen and flooded part of our basement. Joe answered my call late on a Monday evening and showed up at 6:30am the next morning to begin the drying and cleaning process. He and Jeff were extremely professional, easy to work with and took the time to ensure we understood what was happening during each step of the process. Both Joe and Jeff paid extra attention to small details in our house to ensure the safety of my family and our house. They packed our kitchen cabinet contents in bubble wrap and clearly marked each box before storing them in a safe location. Extra Hepa filters were brought in for the safety of our young children and dog. Our insurance adjuster claimed that Joe's work was some of the best she's seen in water restoration. Hopefully I never have another issue requiring Maxwell Building Services' assistance, but if I do, I will certainly call Joe again!
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Adam Bernhardt1543422375

I am incredibly happy with Maxwell Building Services. Due to a broken pipe under my basement floor, my finished basement needed to be deconstructed and reconstructed. Joe understood my concerns and took them seriously, working carefully and meticulously right down to every little detail during planning and construction all the way to the end of the project. Joe was also able to help me deal with my insurance company for the best results. Communication was great - I never felt brushed aside, and never thought they were trying to get out of doing the work. My basement was reconstructed better than it was before.A++ to this company.
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Matthew Hedrick1541787921

I just had some storm damage on  my roof. I m insured but was concerned because I've heard horror stories dealing with insurance companies. Then I found Maxwell Building Services on a local Facebook page. I Googled the company and saw a bunch of great reviews and bonus they deal with insurance companies. So I called and Joe came out to look over the job. Joe was the lead on our job and was very professional and instantly I felt very comfortable and not pressured. Naturally I chose Maxwell Building Services and the job was completed quickly without hassle and the quality of work was above and beyond expectations. Joe was very thorough and made sure I was very comfortable in the process especially dealing with insurance companies. I would refer Maxwell Building Services to any and all friends or family without question.
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Karen hedrick1541787168

We just had some storm damage on our roof. Called insurance company and started looking for recommendations for a reputable roofer. Then I stumbled on Maxwell Building Services on Google and on a local Facebook page. They had a ton of recommendations and positive reviews. We said why not give them a call. Boy we are glad we did as Joe was the lead on our job and was very professional. The job was completed in quickly without hassle and the quality of work was above and beyond expectations. Joe was very thorough and made sure we were very comfortable in the process especially dealing with insurance companies. We would refer Maxwell Building Services to any and all friends or family without question.
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